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BACKGROUND: New values and practices associated with medical professionalism have created an increased interest in the concept. In the United Kingdom, it is a current concern in medical education and in the development of doctor appraisal and revalidation.

OBJECTIVE: To investigate how final year medical students' experience and interpret new values of professionalism as they emerge in relation to confronting dying patients and as they potentially conflict with older values that emerge through hidden dimensions of the curriculum.

METHODS: Qualitative study using interpretative discourse analysis of anonymized student reflective portfolios. One hundred twenty-three final year undergraduate medical students (64 male and 59 female) from the University of Cambridge School of Clinical Medicine supplied 116 portfolios from general practice and 118 from hospital settings about patients receiving palliative care.

RESULTS: Professional values were prevalent in all the portfolios. Students emphasized patient-centered, holistic care, synonymous with a more contemporary idea of professionalism, in conjunction with values associated with the ‘old’ model of professionalism that had not be directly taught to them. Integrating ‘new’ professional values was at times problematic. Three main areas of potential conflict were identified: ethical considerations, doctor-patient interaction and subjective boundaries.

CONCLUSIONS: The conflicts outlined arise from the mix of values associated with different models of professionalism. Analysis indicates that ‘new’ models are not simply replacing existing elements. Whilst this analysis is of accounts from students within one UK medical school, the experience of conflict between different notions of professionalism and the three broad domains in which this conflict arises are relevant in other areas of medicine and in different national contexts.
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INTRODUCTION

Internationally, medical professionalism is changing1-6. Shifting priorities, including a focus on the importance of patient choice, issues of governance and the altering nature of expert knowledge, accompanying the rejection of old notions of unquestioned ‘autonomy’ and ‘privilege’, are transforming the doctor-patient relationship and stimulating debate about the concept of professionalism7. For instance, the National Health Service in the UK now urges doctors to be less paternalistic and to actively engage with patients’ preferences for treatment. In line with this debate, Tomorrow’s Doctors, the recently revised requirements of the regulatory body for UK medical schools, includes the introduction of ‘medical professionalism’ within undergraduate curricula8-11.

However, ‘medical professionalism’ remains an ambiguous term12-16. Definitions vary in their emphasis on values, attitudes, knowledge, skills and behaviours. An ‘old’ model, characterised by paternalism, emotional disengagement and establishing certainty, is being replaced by a ‘new’ one emphasising patient-centredness and collaboration (Box 1)17. Accordingly, whilst in the old variant detachment was viewed as a key feature of patient encounters17,18, empathy and shared decision-making now require doctors to consider their own emotions as a resource for providing more holistic forms of care19.

Reflective practice that incorporates critical learning is claimed to foster these new qualities20. Consequently, both written and verbal exercises designed to encourage this are becoming part of medical education, doctor appraisal and revalidation in the UK21,22. This study investigates how profes-
Old Professionalism:
Detachment
Paternalism
Restricted communication with patients
Medical beneficence most prominent ethical principle

New Professionalism:
Empathy
Emotional Engagement
Open Communication
Patient-centered
Patient autonomy as most prominent ethical principle

Box 1. Examples of attributes associated with ‘old’ and ‘new’ professionalism

Professionalism is understood and experienced via one such initiative for medical students training in Cambridge, England, and highlights the conflicts between ‘new’ and ‘old’ values. Encounters with dying patients and reflection on professional practice particularly illuminate such issues, since they are personally challenging, contest the notion of death as a medical failure and call the role of the doctor into question.

Despite recent reforms in the curriculum of UK medical students, it has been suggested that because relatively few physicians are formally trained in teaching or education, a more entrenched traditional ‘hidden curriculum’ is taught alongside the new elements. The idea of a ‘hidden curriculum’ generally refers to those aspects of organisation and culture taken for granted that nevertheless exert a powerful influence on the norms and values imparted to students. For many years sociological studies have highlighted such cultural dimensions of medical education that influence the ways in which the next generation of doctors are socialised, including issues of hierarchy and working in teams, detachment, features of authority and dealing with uncertainty. Indeed, it has been noted that for decades attempts to reform the medical curriculum have always been held back by the resistant nature of the overall ‘learning environment’, which is always far harder to change than the simple introduction of the formal curriculum. We consequently take this argument as our starting point by looking at the ways features of the hidden curriculum lag behind and are experienced as conflicting with the new values underpinning education reform.

RESULTS

Reference to professional values was prevalent in all the portfolios; students emphasised the importance of choice and patient-centered care as well as values more associated with the ‘old’ model of professionalism, such as detachment and the importance of extensive technical knowledge. Reflections on practice-based experiences however frequently highlighted instances in which such values proved challenging. We consequently not only found that values of the old professionalism existed alongside new, but that students experienced

Explicit: Use of word ‘balance’
“I feel that I would find it difficult to maintain a good balance…” (ID 80).

Implicit: Similar notion without using the keyword
“I think while I do this I need to try and learn how to keep my personal reactions distant enough to fill my professional role properly whilst not being so distant that I cannot relate to the patient effectively” (ID 025).

Box 2. Examples of explicit and implicit references
their juxtaposition as problematic. Students made no distinction or applied any obvious hierarchy between what might be considered old and new values, or hidden versus formal teaching. Overall, we identified three main areas of potential conflict: ethical considerations, interactional issues and uncase around establishing subjective boundaries. Tables 1 and 2 summarise the tensions experienced and the strategies used to address them.

**Ethics as a Source of Tension**

“It made me realise how medical professionals have to face difficult decisions at times, balancing patients’ best medical interests, while respecting their wishes” (ID 110).

Although examining ethical and legal issues was an integral part of their assignment, the majority of students describe them as a key aspect of being a good modern doctor. However, they frequently highlighted conflicts between patient autonomy and medical beneficence (Table 1), reflecting their increased emphasis in health care policy. For example, one wrote: “Patients receiving palliative care have very few choices they are able to make, so their autonomy in deciding where they would like to die is important” (ID 28).

In their accounts, autonomy is often thought to be jeopardised when patient capacity is in question; one student commented on the “difficult balance that must be reached when competency is fading” (ID 81). Many students resolved this by suggesting patients maintain a role in decision making through creating Advanced Directives; without these, in circumstances when treatment is withdrawn, “the decision is a little more difficult and we [doctors] have to balance... beneficence and non-maleficence” (ID 45). Here, older ideas of authority and expertise came to the fore.

Table 2 lists strategies used to address these ethical tensions. Some students drew on policy or legal principles as a key resource to provide a solution. For example, with reference to the taught notion of ‘the doctrine of double effect’, one described how “if you are giving analgesia in order to relieve pain [which] might have the foreseeable result of shortening life, but without intention, then you are acting in the best interests of the patient and this is not illegal” (ID 94). Others tried to establish a position of authority or certainty using what can be termed a collective voice. By altering pronouns and stating “we...” rather than using the first person, they adopted a de-personalised stance that also subtly distributes responsibility across the profession as a whole. This tactic was indicative of a more general value alluded to that is no longer a feature of their formal training: that as doctors a detached, clear and rational approach both benefits the patient most and best befits the profession as a whole.

Nevertheless, many students felt tensions remained unresolved and the application of abstract, external criteria insufficent. Some referred to their general lack of experience or status as a student, stating that although at the moment they felt ill-equipped, in time they could “work on” (ID 63) the problems. The aspiration that in the future they would have greater skills and resources to resolve what currently was encountered as problematic was nevertheless doubted by others who described how core contradictions were intrinsic to contemporary medical practice and required them to individually discover their “own ethical absolutes” (ID 37).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of tension</th>
<th>Illustrative quotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethical concerns</td>
<td>Pain-relief at end-of-life &quot;There remains a grey area between acceptable symptom control and actively hastening death&quot; (ID 81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Place of care/death &quot;Although many people wish to die at home, this cannot always be accommodated or is not felt to be consistent with best care, and this can create difficulties&quot; (ID 58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Withholding/withdrawing treatment including DNAR and PEG tubes &quot;Once active treatment of an illness is not working, we have a responsibility not to cause our patients discomfort by unnecessary or fruitless intervention... but the diagnosis of dying is difficult, and that too often the default position for doctors is to say—'Of course we go on’” (ID 97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient capacity—questioning patient autonomy &quot;Mrs. X is currently not lacking capacity; however... [there may be] a time when she may not be.... This raises the questions of whether she needs to consider issues like assigning the power of attorney over to her daughter...” (ID 87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor-patient interaction</td>
<td>(Fear of) causing patient to be upset &quot;We must balance the benefits of discussion to the upset and anguish that may result” (ID 143)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient refuses information &quot;Evidently there are advantages to a position of open awareness... However, if Mr X does not wish to consider a poor prognosis, then it is disrespecting his wishes to impose information on him...” (ID 37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confidentiality—breaking bad news in front of others and discussing care with family members &quot;... communicating a diagnosis in front of relatives could well be a breach of confidentiality; however, breaking news to a lone patient could be seen as lacking in compassion” (ID 26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing subjective boundaries</td>
<td>Attachment versus detachment &quot;...you do begin to imagine yourself and your family in the same situation as the patients or recall similar situations from your past.... However, it is also important not to become too emotionally attached to the patient. Keeping a balance between these two is very difficult” (ID 63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expressing emotion &quot;I also learned that one needs to be careful to express the right amount of emotion when such details are revealed by a patient. One should certainly show sympathy, but at the same time the patient should certainly not be left feeling that they need to comfort you” (ID 67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Situations that bring up one’s personal experiences &quot;... whenever I deal with a patient receiving palliative care in the future I will take with me my own thoughts, emotions and experiences...[these] will influence my clinical practice in so many ways. Whether this will be for better or for worse I cannot say” (ID 57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“It is a delicate balancing act: you do not want to shy away from difficult areas, but then equally you must not cause psychological harm by forcing the issue when the patient is not ready to do so” (ID 145).

Interacting with patients proved to be a further area of tension between the ‘old’ and ‘new’ values communicated to the students within their entire learning environment. Whilst Cambridge medical students receive extensive communication skills training\textsuperscript{37}, they nonetheless worry about the possible harm information can cause (Table 1). Their main concern was trying to be frank but not upsetting patients. It was also evident that students struggled with their own emotional reactions. Although some explicitly described how the doctor should ideally strike “an intuitive balance between being sensitive on the one hand and being open and honest on the other” (ID 120), students invariably struggled with this in their own attempts to find equilibrium between knowing what and how much to say, and when and where discussions should take place.

Interacting with Patients

Issues of confidentiality and informed consent around instances of breaking bad news or discussing a patient’s care with others further complicated students’ evaluations. In an attempt to resolve such difficult experiences, one student wrote that “By gaining patient consent to postponing a discussion until family arrive, one can both respect autonomy of the patient and allow the close family to feel engaged” (ID 26). Some employed strategies that referred to external principles to establish how much, and what kind, of information should be provided (Table 2). However, the immediacy of actual encounters frequently forced them to make decisions instantly. As a consequence, a proportion discussed giving patients with what they called “warning shots” (ID 112), a technique learnt in class to indicate that bad news is about to come. Yet, the strategy also serves the students deferring the issue, and having to know what the appropriate amount to say might be.

Finally, many reported that medical environments, such as the hospital wards, were rarely conducive to distressing conversations. Although described ostensibly in terms of patient experience, this quite clearly was also relevant for how they dealt with things themselves. Concern was raised over the physical space not being sufficiently private or appropriate—“pulling the curtain...did little to provide a sense of confidentiality or privacy” (ID 98). Others concentrated less
on the physical and more on the general work environment, predicting that in the future they simply “will not have the time I want for each patient” (ID 61) since already consultations provide “hardly even enough time for a full examination, let alone a decent talk” (ID 132). Attributing the physical environment and pressures of workload to generating tensions placed blame on unavoidable external factors that were therefore not their responsibility to resolve.

Managing Subjective Boundaries

“In medicine we face a difficult balance. We have a professional duty to the patient and their family. However, we are also individuals and carry with us our own experiences... We cannot be automatons, suppressing our experiences, nor is it good for clinical practice. Combining professional and personal aspects brings humanity... where it matters most” (ID 129).

In line with the new values promoted in their lectures, students acknowledge that their personal experiences both influence and can provide a valuable resource for their professional practice. One described how meeting the patient “made me realise that it may not be possible to keep personal and professional feelings separate” (ID 87). Unlike past generations that upheld a more distinct divide between their professional and personal selves [18], and a clear distinction between knowledge and emotion, new doctors are now encouraged to show empathy and engage with their feelings. The ability to maintain an unambiguous subjective boundary consequently becomes blurred (Table 1), generating a further source of uncertainty.

The student portfolios, however, reveal how they receive mixed messages, even within the formal curriculum, to be sensitive and that it is “ok to sometimes be emotional with patients and their families” (ID 70), but never to breakdown in front of them. They internalised and reiterated these mixed values, stating such things as, “one should certainly show empathy, but at the same time the patient should not be left feeling that they need to comfort you” (ID 67). The resulting tension is further exacerbated by the hidden curriculum, in which some clinicians continue to exemplify what students report as “the need for self-preservation” (ID 68) and provide an objective approach even when dealing with very emotional situations. By overtly stating that they try to find a balance between providing care yet ensuring they protect themselves, many students mix ‘old’ and ‘new’ ways of relating to patients and guarding boundaries. One reported having developed “the art of being empathetic” without being “emotionally affected” (ID 45), while others described how they adopt a modern professional persona by nevertheless physically distancing themselves from patients.

Strategies for Handling Tensions

“As a medical student it is very easy to hide behind the ‘I’m sorry, I’m only a student, why don’t you ask the doctor when they come round’ excuse... However, if I imagine myself as a patient asking a doctor a direct question I am almost certain that I would want a straight answer” (ID 99).

Although several of the strategies observed are derived from taught skills, reflecting how negotiating dilemmas is now an expected aspect of being a modern-day doctor, other significant tensions are derived from the mixed messages they receive and the inability of didactic training to provide straightforward solutions. Whilst students took comfort from the fact that this exercise was merely part of their education, some recognised that a simple accumulation of knowledge was never going to provide entire solutions. They describe how a range of other attitudes, including engaging with their own emotional reactions and sensibilities, would be at the centre of successfully dealing with such issues in the future. To that end, some explicitly stated that they wanted more experience, or simply have sufficient time to “step back and have a clearer view of the situation one is in, and to reassess the situation” (ID 131). This general insight is worth noting; the potential conflict experiences between old and new, and hidden and formal curricula, might only ever be resolved through on-going experience. This further suggests that many of the new values might not be easily ‘taught’ in a traditional way and can only ever be promoted through practice itself.

DISCUSSION

All of the students encountered challenges that required them to try and balance values characteristics of ‘old’ and ‘new’ forms of medical professionalism. Ethics, interaction and managing subjective boundaries all generated areas of conflict that they wrestled with in their assignments. Students addressed these tensions in a variety of ways, with strategies drawn from both formally taught skills and personal resources.

This study benefits from its large dataset and the inclusion of more implicit references in our analysis alongside explicit mention of issues identified as key themes. In combination, this provides a rich and detailed account of the students’ overall experience of professional values when confronting people at the end of life. The high response rate suggests the potential for non-participation bias was small. In practice, the majority of those who did not give their consent are likely to be students who were absent during the recruitment session, although this cannot be ascertained because of issues of anonymity. A potential criticism is that the data were taken from required coursework and students might have just written what was expected of them. Acknowledging this, we view the items submitted as illustrative of the extent to which
the values of a ‘new’ professionalism have been absorbed and then actively reiterated in their submissions.

Despite being limited to one medical school, the study describes students confronted with many of the ethical and personal dilemmas of modern medicine. Students in other medical schools appear to identify similar issues. However, unlike other studies that focus on the severity or frequency of dilemmas, we focused on the nature of the tensions, linking the challenges students face with the inherent conflicts in the nature of medical professionalism today.

In parallel with shifts from ‘old’ to ‘new’ values of professionalism, conflicts between the formal and the hidden curricula may also generate tensions. In our study, the formal curricula is explicitly designed to embrace the ‘new’, leaving the ‘old’ to be communicated through more informal and hidden aspects of teaching. Yet for the students trying to personally reflect on their experiences and summatively draw from their entire educational experience for the exercise, no distinction is made between these two domains. Large organisations like the University of Cambridge Clinical School and the National Health Service have institutional memories—collective experiences and concepts. These are communicated imperceptively through teaching elements as well as the very structures and policies that shape the educational environment. This feature serves to complicate understandings of medical education; it emphasises the extent to which values are embedded in the routines and practices of the organisation, and cannot therefore be simply addressed through redesigning curricula or individuals championing change.

Our study suggests that tensions arise primarily because of different values that underlie the concept of professionalism throughout their education, rather than anything that is specific to end of life care. Whilst topics central to the everyday practice of medicine are particularly evident in palliative care, they are made highly visible by students who see themselves on the cusp of becoming members of the profession themselves. Whilst it is likely that the concept of professionalism always has contained a wide variety of underlying values and principles that are not always commensurate with each other, we have argued that a more widespread shift in values over recent years has generated greater variance and hence more contradictory positions around what it means to be a good doctor. Our findings add to the literature on medical professionalism, which is rich in doctors’ anecdotal experiences, highlights the stresses and conflicts doctors face and illustrates a current amalgamation of definitions with conflicting values. Specific national and local contexts are likely to generate differently nuanced versions of these issues, which might only be identified through comparative work.

CONCLUSION
The integration of ‘new’ professional values taught in medical school is at times problematic for students in any health care system that maintains elements, whether overt or not, of the ‘old’ paradigm. The areas of potential conflicts outlined—ethics, patient interaction and managing subjective boundaries—are not limited to medical school or end of life care. Our analysis suggests that ‘old’ variants of professionalism are not simply being replaced by ‘new’ ones delivered by a redesigned curriculum, but rather that values from each can emerge in a range of medical contexts. As a result, professionalism does not consist of a set of fixed or abstract concepts, but rather surfaces through medical practice.

If individual reflection is now heralded as an essential component of the ‘new’ professionalism, as indicated by the compulsory student exercise we have drawn on here, it should be acknowledged that it demands a dynamic engagement with the wide range of often contradictory and shifting ideas and beliefs from both formal and more hidden aspects of their education. This study illustrates that overt commitment to more empathic and patient-centered approaches to medical care do not necessarily replace other more prescribed values and behaviours that remain part of a hidden curriculum embedded in institutional practices. Integration of ‘new’ core values and skills into good medical practice is not a smooth or simple transition. Additionally, it seems any simple attempt to communicate them through formal teaching is unlikely to prepare students for the reality of medical encounters. Instead, the experience of tension and the individual desire to seek balance and resolution across a wide range of issues may themselves be key and lasting features of medical professionalism.
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